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opticians

Independent eyecare in Crewe since 1990

Autumn/Winter

Now you can hear as well as see at Sherratt’s...

We bring you the most sophisticated technology in a range of hearing
solutions with price options to fit your budget.
Here at Sherratt’s, you’ll have
access to the latest cutting-edge
hearing technology from Amplifon.
You’ll be able to speak to our
expert Audiologist, whose
knowledge, care and dedication will
transform the way you hear the
world around you.

Sherratt’s partnership with
Amplifon will deliver the highest
quality of service and care, in order to
achieve the best hearing experience
for you.

On the day of your appointment,
your Audiologist will complete a
comprehensive hearing test. They will
then discuss your results in detail and
demonstrate the best hearing aids for
your needs.

To take the first steps to better
hearing, simply book an appointment
on 01270 505504 for a FREE hearing
test where you’ll have the opportunity
to take a pair of hearing aids home as
part of our free trial service.

Hearing aid types
In the ear (ITE)
Comfortable and discreet.

In the ear (ITE) hearing aids have the latest
digital technology in a custom moulded
casing that fits in the ear. Although this
type can be visible within the ear, ITE
hearing aids have easy access controls.

Receiver in the ear canal (RIC)
Sleeker and slimmer.

This open-fit hearing aid that uses a small
tube that extends from the main part of
the hearing aid which sits behind the ear.
This device can produce great sound
quality using less energy.

Behind the ear (BTE) Perfect fit.

From classic retro-auricles to open fitting,
our hearing aids are available in a wide
range of colours. Open fit hearing aids are
characterised by being innovative, light and
comfortable, directing the sound into the
ear canal, leaving the ear open.

Book your hearing examination
with us now on 01270 505504

New In Store...

Ted Baker’s irresistible
collection of brand-new
designs will guarantee an
elegant look.

Always on the lookout for the latest innovations, Morel
delights in surprises, designing glasses that are
astonishing and comfortable with cutting-edge designs.
This Lightec collection is pure concentrated technology!
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Free Contact Lens
Trial...

Raise your glasses, not
your spectacles...

Sherratt Opticians now offers a free contact lens trial.
Contact lenses aren’t for everyone, so we’re offering
you the chance to “try
out” your contact lenses
without any expense and
commitment.
This will include your first
pack of lenses*.

1
£59
pairs
2
£99
What a fabulous
deal...

pair

from

of single vision glasses*

from

of single vision glasses*

Call us on 01270 505504

Free glasses...

Quote “Contact Trial” to get this amazing offer when
you book an appointment with us on 01270 505504.

FREE
PAIR
of single vision glasses

when £89 or more is
spent on a frame*.

Look at this amazing offer...

30% off

When you buy a pair of glasses
here at Sherratt Opticians we’ll
give you
a second pair.*

Call us on 01270 505504 or pop in to see us...

*Not in conjunction with any other offer. Terms and conditions apply. Ask in store for further details.

opticians

Tel: 01270 505504

www.sherrattopticians.co.uk

Open: Mon - Fri: 9am ‘til 5.30pm. Sat: 9am ‘til 1pm
76-78 Nantwich Road, Crewe, CW2 6AL

Q
A

What is an OCT scan and should I have one at
my eye examination?

OCT stands for Optical Coherence Tomography
and is a process that uses light waves to take
cross-section pictures of your retina.
These pictures allow the monitoring of changes
to the retina over time and can help detect eye
conditions such as Macula Degeneration and
Glaucoma.

